Abstract encrypt blocks of data in the current NIST advanced encryption standard [14]. Current memory, CPU cache sizes Galoisfield implementations are central to the design of and preferred approaches limit most applications to permany reliable and secure systems, with many systems imforming computation in either GF(28) 
plementing them in software. The two most common Galois goal of our research is to study the multiplication perforfield operations are addition and multiplication; typically, mance of these common fields, propose an alternate repmultiplication isfar more expensive than addition. In softresentation for arbitrary-sized fields and compare perforware, multiplication is generally done with a look-up to a mance across all representations on different CPU archipre-computed op- cific to a particular implementation; our technique is gentimizing the multiplication operation will, in turn, lead to eral and may be applied in any scenario requiring Galois ' fields. A detailed performance study across five architectures shows that the relative performance ofeach approach The byte-based nature of computer memory motivates varies with architecture, and that CPU, memory limitations the use of GF(28): each element represents one byte of andfields size must be considered when selecting an approstorage. This field only has 256 elements, which results priate Galois field implementation. We also find that the in small multiplication tables; however, use of GF(28), for use of our composite field implementation is often faster example, restricts the size of a Reed-Solomon codeword to and less memory intensive than traditional algorithms for no more than 257 elements [13] . The smallest feasible field GF (21 [6] . The [12] . The Galois field GF(2') 0(n2) for fields of size n. (21) is defined over an irreducible polynomial arithm is uniquely determined modulo 21-1. We write of degree I with coefficients in GF(2). An irreducible polyi = log(D) and 3 = antilog(i). As shown in Figure 1 , the nomial is analogous to a prime number in that it cannot product of two non-zero elements a, b C GF(2') can be be factored into two non-trivial factors. Addition and subcomputed as a b = antilog(log(a) + log(b)) mod 21-1.
traction in GF (2) 
Courses in algebra often define Galois fields as a set By breaking the result into two separate products, we of polynomials over a prime field such as 0, 1 } modulo can construct two tables having 2I/2 2 entries each, a generator polynomial. While it is possible to calculate assuming l is even. This approach, which computes in Galois fields performing polynomial multiplication and the product of two elements using two lookups, a bit- number small enough that any addition with a true logaisomorphic to an extension field of GF(2') generated by an rithm still yields a negative number, no explicit zero check irreducible polynomial f(x), of degree k with coefficients is needed. Thus, we set log(0) =21 and then define the in GF(2').
In this implementation, elements of GF(2'), written has the square root of a as a root. Since x2 +x+ 1 is not x + bo and reducing the result modulo the irreducible, definirreducible over GF (24) , GF(28) or GF(2'6), we can do no ing polynomial f(x). Their product is better than x2 + s x + 1. The fields GF( (24)2), GF( (28) (21)4) i We can use the composite field technique in two ways For i > k -1 in this expression, we replace x' with x to implement GF((21)4) First, we can implement GF(28) mod f(x), perform the multiplication, and reorganize by 2 2 powers of xi. The result is the product in terms of prodand GF(2h6) as GF( (2) 2) and GF((28) ), respectively, ucts of the coefficients of the two factor polynomials multiand then implement GF(232) as GF( ((28)2)2). This applied with coefficients of the defining polynomial f(x). In proach would require that we find an irreducible polynoorder to do this efficiently, we must search for irreducible mial over GF((28)2); fortunately, there is one of the same polynomials f(x) of degree k over GF (21) Although they are artificial, the workloads emoptimization appears to provide the best combination of tabody typical operations in Galois fields. The UNIFORM ble size and computation for these architectures. We beworkload represents the average-case by computing the lieve that the optimized logarithm/antilogarithm approach product of a randomly-chosen field element (drawn from for GF(28) performs best on ARM due to the computaan array) and a monotonically-increasing value masked to tional constraints on that processor and the lack of an L2 fit the value of a field element. The CONSTANT workload cache.
computes the product of a constant value and a randomly 5.2. Performance using GF( (21)k) chosen field element. The SQUARE workload squares a randomly chosen element, then squares the result and so forth. Figure 5 shows the normalized multiplication throughWe expected the UNIFORM (28) ). The actual lg-GF( (28 )2) vantage to using composite fields is the ability to optimize multiplication technique that result in a 67% improvement for an application based on the underlying field represenin execution time for multiplication and a 3 x encoding imtation. We have given an example of how this is done provement for Reed-Solomon. In contrast, our study evalufor algebraic signatures, noting that similar optimizations ates a wide range of fields and techniques that may be used are possible for Reed-Solomon and Shamir's secret sharfor multiplication in a variety of applications. ing algorithm. Second, the composite field representation
The emergence of elliptic curve cryptography has mohas utility even when the application only requires GF(28). tivated the need for efficient field operations in extension As we have shown in our analysis, there exist cases where fields [23, 2, 20] . The security of this encryption scheme GF((28)2) outperforms GF(28). This is quite evident when is dependent on the size of the field; thus the implemenusing the AMD processor, since it has the fastest clock tations focus on large fields (i. e., of size 2160). DeWin, speed and largest LI cache. Finally, if an implementation et al. [23] and Savas, et al. [20] focus on GF( (21) 
